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Q.1. (A) Do as directed: (1x5=5)
1. My father's alarm clock ……………. every morning at 5:30 a.m.
a. ring
c. rings

b. ringes
d. ringing

2. In the following sentence, which word is the antecedent for the pronoun she?
Kim looked as though she had seen a ghost.
a. she
b. Kim
c. ghost
d. seen
3. Which words are abstract nouns?
a. red, quick, sporty
c. paintbrush, art, beauty
4. Madeline, whose name is French, visited her aunt in Paris.
a. an interrogative pronoun
c. a relative pronoun

b. sadness, fear, loyalty
d. fun, sports, beach
Whose is:
b. a reflexive pronoun
d. a demonstrative pronoun

5. Identify the noun(s) in the following sentence:
The student's courage was evident when she confronted the bully.
a. student, courage, bully
c. student, confronted, bully

b. student, evident, bully
d. student, she, bully

(B) Identify the Pronouns used in the given sentences: (1x5=5)
1. He likes to eat ice cream.
a. personal
c. reflexive

b. possessive
d. emphasising

2. I bought the coffee with my money.
a. personal
c. demonstrative

b. relative
d. interrogative

3. I like girls who speak the truth.
a. personal
c. demonstrative

b. relative
d. interrogative

4. These mangoes are not ripe

a. personal
c. demonstrative

b. relative
d. interrogative

5. We often deceive ourselves.
a. personal
c. demonstrative

b. emphasising
d. reflexive

Q.2. Select the type of sentence: (1x5=5)
1. I am ten years old.
a. interrogative
c. imperative

b. assertive or declarative
d. exclamatory

2. Harry, try the other door.
a. imperative
c. assertive or declarative

b. interrogative
d. exclamatory

3. I didn't have time to finish my homework last night.
a. imperative
c. interrogative

b. exclamatory
d. negative

4. What a beautiful painting!
a. imperative
c. assertive or declarative

b. interrogative
d. exclamatory

5. Stay in your seat.
a. exclamatory
c. imperative

b. assertive or declarative
d. interrogative

Q.3. Choose the correct preposition to complete each of the following sentences: : (1x5=5)
1. It's ________ time you told him the truth!
a. on
b. about
c. in
d. with
2. The soccer player was ejected because he had done something that was ________ the rules.
a. without
b. outside
c. against
d. on
3. Another way of saying 'old-fashioned' is '________ the times'.
a. beside
c. outside

b. behind
d. by

4. You shouldn't pick ________ him just because he's different.
a. on
c. with

b. to
d. along

5. The animal hospital? It's somewhere ________ that big blue building.
a. around
c. on

b. about
d. to

Q.4. Fill in the blanks using suitable conjunctions: : (1x5=5)

1. This is a small ………………….. interesting story.
a. but

b. and

c. since

d. while

2. He was treated ………………….. a guest.
a. though
c. that

b. although
d. as

3. ……………………… I was a child, I lived in Dubai.
a. as
c. unless

b. until
d. when

4. Make hay ……………………. the sun shines.
a. that
c. because

b. since
d. while

5. We will visit Paris ………………….. Rome during the summer.
a. and
c. that

b. but
d. if

Q.5. Complete the following sentences using the appropriate form of the adjective. : (1x5=5)
1. She is …………………… than her sister.
a) pretty
b) prettier
c) prettiest
2. Martha is a …………………….. girl.
a) nice

b) nicer

c) nicest

3. Supriya is the ……………………… girl in the class.
a) intelligent
b) more intelligent

c) most intelligent

4. Martin speaks English …………………..
a) well
b) better

c) best

5. Russia is the ……………………. country in the world.
a) big
b) bigger

c) biggest

Q.6. (A) Fill in each of the blanks with the correct form of the verbs: : (1x5=5)
1. Janet ______ karate class every Saturday.
a. attend
b. attends
c. is attending
d. was attending
2. Tomorrow I think I …………… my new project.
a. start
c. will start

b. started
d. is starting

3. Last week, Mary and Paul ………………. to the cinema.

a. go
c. will go
4. Look! Sara …………… to the movies.
a. go
c. went
5. Mary ………….already …………………. five letters.
a. had written
c. will write

b. went
d. can go
b. had gone
d. is going

b. wrote
d. is writing

(B) Identify the tenses used in the given sentences: : (1x5=5)
1. I have been working on my computer for six hours.
a. Present Perfect Continuous
c. Past Perfect Continuous

b. Future Perfect Continuous
d. Simple Past

2. She has lived in this street for ten years.

a. Simple Present
c. Simple Past

b. Simple Future

d. Present Perfect

3. I finished the project yesterday.
a. Simple Future
c. Simple Past

b. Simple Present
d. Past Perfect

4. By this time tomorrow, I will have finished working on it.
a. Past Perfect
c. Present Perfect

b. Future Perfect
d. Simple Future

5. The boys were severely reprimanded by their teacher.
a. Simple Past
c. Simple Future

b. Simple Present
d. Past continuous

Q.7. Choose the word that is most nearly opposite in meaning to the word in capital letters. : (1x5=5)
1. AGONY
a. comfort
b. anguish
c. success
d. grief
2. MYRIAD
a. mass
b. scarcity
c. void
d. excess
3. GRATIFY
a. puncture
b. coddle
c. disappoint
d. fatigue
4. CULTIVATE
a. labor
b. neglect
c. renounce
d. further
5. MULTIPLY
a. bisect
b. accumulate
c. lessen
d. deliver
Q.8. Choose the word that is similar in meaning to the word in capital letters. : (1x5=5)
1. UPHEAVAL
a. clarification
b. malady
c. turmoil
d. braggart
2. VALLIANT
a. nervous
b. cowardly
c. quick
d. brave
3. SQUAND
a. borrow
b. steal
c. waste
d. collect
4. VERSATILE
a. flexible
b. stubborn
c. ugly
d. constant
5. EAVESDROP
a. overhear
b. ignore
c. truth
d. friends

